
note: if any of these fittings are missing from your pack please contact us.

jo downs glass design ltd | 27g pennygillam way, pennygillam ind est, launceston pl15 7ed
tel: 01566 779779 | email: sales@jodowns.com

fittings contents

mini shoal (6 fish)
6 x single hole fish fittings with washers

6 x screws
6 x rawl plugs

reef shoal (13 fish)
13 x single hole fish fittings with washers

13 x screws
13 x rawl plugs

ocean shoal (15 fish)
30 x double hole fish fittings

30 x screws
30 x rawl plugs

pacific (10 fish)
5 x single hole fish fittings with washers

10 x double hole fish fittings
15 x screws

15 x rawl plugs

atlantic (15 fish)
9 x single hole fish fittings with washers

12 x double hole fish fittings
21 x screws

21 x rawl plugs



Fitting Instructions



recommended patterns for pacific and atlantic shoals

fitting your shoaling fish collection
Our simple wall mounting system makes it easy for you to create the perfect design. 
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Start here and work
backwards one at a time.

Start with the inner circle of
fish and work your way out.

Start here and work
outwards one at a time.

Start with the inner circle of
fish and work your way out.

you will need:
- A pencil
- A drill including a (5mm) drill bit suitable for the type of wall you are mounting on.
- Rawl plugs (only use the supplied rawl plugs if they are suitable for the type of wall)
- A screwdriver & allen key

how to:
We recommend that you fit each fish one at a time until you are happy with the pattern you have created.  
If you are aiming for a SWIRL effect, start from the centre and work outwards on a roughly circular line 
until you have used the last fish. If you are aiming for a FLOW effect start at the front of the flow and work 
backwards until you have used the last fish.

self design patterns
1. Lay each fish on a piece of card or paper and draw around the outside, then mark where the
 fitting holes are.
2. Cut around the outline and fitting hole then number each fish and template for ease of identification.
3. Put each template on the wall with blu tac and rearrange until you are happy with the whole design.
4. Use the hole cut outs to mark the fitting screw locations.
5. Follow the fish fitting instructions.

suggested patterns for mini, reef and ocean shoals below



fitting instructions:

ensure you check for underlying pipes and cables in the installation area before commencing work.

1. Position your first fish against the wall and mark the drill hole / holes with a pencil.

2. Place the fish safely aside and drill where marked, inserting a rawl plug when you have finished.

3. Screw the wall mounted fittings firmly into place.

4. (Single fish only) Insert a plastic washer into the hole in the glass on the side that faces the wall.

5. Hold the fish against the fitting, insert the bolt through the hole (& washer if using) and gently screw
 it into the barrel. Hand tighten the bolts to a firm grip, or use a small allen key for fittings which have
 a lever hole. For fish with a single drill hole, make sure the fitting is tight enough to hold the fish at the
 angle of your choice.

And that’s it! Simply repeat for each of your Shoaling Fish.

caring for your shoaling fish:

Your fish will benefit from an occasional gentle wipe over with glass cleaner and a soft cloth.

frequently asked questions:

Will daylight damage the colour of my fused glass fish?
Artificial light or bright sunlight will not dull the colour of your fish so feel free to mount them where
they will really dazzle!

What if I break one of my fused glass fish?
For your convenience we also sell Shoaling Fish individually in Mini, Reef, Ocean, Pacific and Atlantic
sizes and in all of our five colourways of Aqua, Marine, Lagoon, Caspian and Sea Pink.

What if my wall needs painting?
You can easily remove your shoaling fish by unscrewing the bolts ensuring that you hold the fish while 
doing so to prevent slippage. Store the fish, bolts and any washers safely then wrap the barrel in masking 
tape prior to painting. You can then slot the fish straight back onto the wall fittings with no fuss.
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